Mistake in issue 4/2019, design 21
(Nature Kids anorak)

The portion of the hood facing along the hood center panel is missing from
the hood facing pattern (pattern piece 7).We are deeply sorry for the mistake.
You can print out this page to obtain the corrected hood facing pattern. The
missing portion has been added to pattern piece 7b. The red dashed lines
indicate the original, incorrect pattern lines. Make sure to set your printer
to print at actual size (i.e. with no scaling or at 100%). Check that the test
square on the printed pattern measures 5 cm x 5 cm. Join the pattern pieces
7a + 7b before cutting the facing from fabric. Place the center-front edge of
the facing pattern (indicated by a dashed line) on the fabric fold when cutting
the facing out.
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Note!
If you already cut the hood facing
using the incorrect pattern piece
and have too little fabric left for
cutting it out again, don’t worry.
You can only cut the missing portion
from the fabric and stitch it to the
already-cut facing. Note that the
length of the missing portion
depends on the pattern size.
Trace the pattern piece for the
missing portion of the facing from
the pattern for the hood center
panel (see the red area on the smallscale pattern piece 6 above). Cut
the already-cut facing in half along
the center-front line. When cutting
out the missing portion, remember
to add extra seam allowances to its
short edges to compensate for the
missing seam allowances on the
original facing that was cut on the
fabric fold. Stitch the facing pieces
together and press the seams open.
Continue constructing the anorak
following the instructions in the
magazine.
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TEST SQUARE
5 cm x 5 cm

